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Digital Watchdog® and Herta Announce Partnership for
DW Spectrum® IPVMS and Herta’s Facial Recognition

DW Spectrum IPVMS v4.2

Cerritos, CA (May 17, 2021) – Digital Watchdog® (DW), the industry leader in digital
recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software, and Herta, The world’s
leading company in AI-based facial recognition solutions, announced the integration of
DW Spectrum IPVMS video management platform with cloud-based Neptune Access
Control management software.
“The DW Spectrum ecosystem continues to grow with the addition of Herta,” said Patrick
Kelly, Director of IP Solutions, Digital Watchdog. “They are pioneers in facial recognition
solutions and their real-time performance empowers DW Spectrums users with an
innovative solution.”
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In this integration, supported on DW Spectrum IPVMS v4.0 and later and Herta 3.2.13 or
later, alarms detected by Herta are sent to the DW Spectrum client as real-time pop-up
notifications and bookmarks. The events are also available in playback and in log files for
tracking issues. The integration works as a Windows service in the background and SSL
encryption is available.
“The integration between Herta and DW Spectrum enables real-time management and
alarm visualization, making it a powerful tool to increase security in any premise. We are
delighted to strengthen the partnership with Digital Watchdog with such a user friendly
integration that makes this platform a must in the surveillance world. - Laura Blanc, Herta’s
Director of Marketing.”
DW Spectrum IPVMS is accessed with the freely distributed DW Spectrum client software
(Windows®/Linux®/Mac®) and the free DW Spectrum mobile app for iOS and Android
devices. DW Cloud™, a web client service powered by AWS, is included to enable simple
remote connectivity, streaming and management of one or an unlimited number of DW
Spectrum IPVMS systems from all leading web browsers (Google® Chrome, Firefox®, Internet
Explorer®, Safari® and Opera®). The VMS software is included with pre-configured DW
Blackjack® NVR servers, MEGApix® CaaS™ all-in-one camera systems or it can be installed
on third-party Windows or Ubuntu® Linux-based systems.
Herta's solutions provide the highest levels of reliability to businesses and partners who need
to enhance security in challenging scenarios. By providing real solutions for real life
challenges, Herta empowers each deployment with its accurate performance. Herta
software is the result of a process of several years of R&D. The result is a unique software that
is characterized by its speed, accuracy and ease of use.
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DW and Herta will host a joint Works with DW Spectrum webinar on June 10th, 2021, at 11am
EST. Click here to register and reserve your spot.
To learn more about DW Spectrum IPVMS v4.2 and all of DW’s industry-leading video
surveillance products, visit us at www.dwspectrum.com and www.digital-watchdog.com.
To view the full list of DW partners, please visit us at https://digitalwatchdog.com/dwpartners/.
ABOUT DW
DW® empowers our customers as the industry-leading single source of value-driven
NDAA/TAA compliant complete solutions for all video surveillance applications (Universal
HD over Coax® / hybrid / IP enterprise), focusing on ease of use and ROI. DW® products offer
technologically-advanced features including multi-sensor HD cameras at real-time 30fps,
Star-Light Plus™ color in darkness technology, WDR, Smart DNR™ and Smart IR™. Complete
IP megapixel surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor MEGApix® cameras and
edge recording systems, Blackjack® servers and NAS devices, DW Spectrum® IPVMS for
server, mobile and on-camera control. Complete Universal HD over Coax® surveillance
solutions include single- and multi-sensor Star-Light Plus™ cameras, VMAX® DVRs and C3®
remote management and event server software. DW® supports all video surveillance
systems with SiteWatch™ motion detectors and NightWatch™ illuminators. DW’s Elevated
Skin Temperature System (E.S.T.™) automatically prescreens everyone entering a
building.
ABOUT HERTA
Herta is an AI-based video analytic solutions company for surveillance, access control,
IoT, cybersecurity and marketing requirements. Their fast, accurate and robust endcustomer oriented solutions are being applied in international projects of safe-cities,
airports, train and metro stations, prisons, banks, casinos, sports stadiums, shopping
malls, military, police and forensic applications. Herta has partners in 50 countries and
more than 350 certified integrators globally. Herta is specialized in the analysis of
crowded environments, making it possible to detect and identify multiple subjects at
the same time through IP cameras. The software is completely scalable and
compatible with any IP camera, becoming a user friendly and accessible tool for any
business organization. Visit https://hertasecurity.com/ for more information.
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